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abstract: A tumout is a peculiar device of railmad and it is very important for hack layout. But, a

non-standard tumout was little used for its complicated structuras, high outbreak rate of accidents,

and so on. Here, we report oru appmaches to improve tlenr.

l.INTRODUCTION

A basic fonn of railroad is a straight line. However, as network function of railroad pmgrcssed by

advance of the city, hack layout became complicated by intersection and divergeuce. Ttre majority of

them are located in station yards ofmehopolis, and we need various devices because they are weak

points on route setting.

In particular, from the point of view of a turnout whidr is one of important devices for track, non-

standard trl:rrouts sudr as diamond crossing @C), slip switdres (SSS, DSS) are used because of

limitations of h'ack layout anil hack site in mehopolitan railways. (fig.1)

(fig. l) Skeletons of non-standard hmouts

Although DSS has the same function with toe-to-toe layout of two standard turnouts, track length of
the former is shorter than that of the latter. For example, the former is only 27m and the latter is
50m in case of NO.l0 turnout.(fig.2)

(fig.2) lbe-to-toe layout of two standard hrmouts and DSS (NO.l0)
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It is recognized that a non-standald tumout is one of very efiective devices for nack layout planning

in metnopolitan railways, but it has many pmblems because its structures are complica0ed- Here we

inboduce our countergreasures to solve them.

2.PBOBI,EMS OF NON.STANDARD TTIRNOI.TIS

2- 1 A Limit Factor of The Passing Speed of Tlains

In Japan, current pasing speed of trains at the shaight side of tumouts is unlimited virtually
because they could be passed by 160km/h. But, it is limited to maximum 90km/h in the straight side

of non-standard turnouts.

By the way, it is considered that the reason of speed limitation is 'the stnrcture of them is complicated'

or'they are apt to occur a heavy impact load which let fack deteriorate because they are composed of
many rail joints ancl gaps in crossing'. For exanple, in the NO.6 DC, tlere are four rail joints and two

cmssing gaps in spite of only 16m in lengths.(fig.3) You can compare it with standa'd length rail
whose length is 25m.

a rail joint

a crossing gap

(fi9.3) Locations of rail joints and crossing gaps in the rigid DC(NO.6)

Nevertheless, we don't have any data to let trs know how fast trains can nrn in non-standard

tunouts.

Z.2Eigh Outbreak Rate of Incomplete Closing of Switch Bail

The rate of the incomplete dosing of switch rail in non-standard turnouts is 44%. On the other hand,

the rate of number of non-standard turnouts is only 3% of all turnouts. So, the outbreak rate of the

incomplete dosing of switch rail in one non-standard turnout is about 2Stimes than that in one

standard turnout.(6g4)
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(a) The nurnber of turnouts (b) The number of incomplete dosing of switch rail
(fig.4) The number of tumouts and incomplete dosing of switdr rail
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this high outbreak raOe of accidents let user avoid to tale non-standard tumoqts in the point of view
of nack maintenance.

Here we show two reasons ofincomplete dosingof switdr rail in non-standard hmouts.

(f)rail oeeping

Rail creeping makes incomplete dming of switch rail oeur because it take excessive force for
thmwing swit h rails. In particular, a kruckle rail antl a movable rail are apt to creep.(fig.5) lhese
lails 61p fastened only 4 to 8 fastenings for one rail. So resistance to creeping of thern are less than
that of other rails.

Knuckle rails Movable rails
(fig.5) Laruckle rail" and movable rails

(2)sleeper skewing

Some sleepers near the switdr device are apt to skew, and after that ,they arc in touch with switdr
mds. this phenomenon makes incomplete dosing of switch rail occur.(fig.6) We t}in} that sleeper

skewing has oaurred around the switch device, because it is relatively short of the amount of
crushed stone of ballast by switch mds and longitudinal ballast resistance force is unbalanced at
sleepers under the electic switch madrine.

(fi9.6) Sleeper skewing amund the thmwing devices

In any case, we thjnk that incomplete dosing of switrh rail will happen when a turnout panel as a
ladder is broken.

3. IMPROVEI\MNT OF NON-STANDARD TI.'RNOUTS

3. I High Speed lbst Runs at Non-standard Ttrrnouts
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We tested high passing speed of trains at non-standard turnouts(a rigid DC at '\is time as a first

step). We used ltRY-Z' which was our high speed test train for existing line. We measured as

below;(fig.7)

(l)wheel load, Iateral force, and derailment coefficient (vehicle-borne measurement)

(2)stue^ss of rigrd K oossing(high manganese steel)

(3)back lateral force ofguard rail(bolt stress)

(4)vibration acceleration of crossing

(5Mbration acceleration of ballast
(6)axle box acceleration (vehide-bome measruement)

(7)rail pressure

(3) (nG)-----+

(fig.7) Measurementpoints of rigid DC

We knew that trains could nrn about l2Okm/tr at a rigid DC fiom points of view of running stability

and fatigue strength of members. For instance, we show the nelation between stress of rigtd K
crossing and passing speed.(fig.8) Actual shess of crossing are quite less than l47MPa whidr is
fatigue stnength ofit.
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(fig.8) Relation betn een crossing stress and pasqing s,pd
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We could lorow little difference of vibration modes between rail joints and crossing gaps. We show
@nsequen@s of frequency analysis of one-third octave band of crossing vibration acceleratiou.(fig.9)
(a) is a consequmce of a cxossing gap, (b) is that of a rail joint, and (c ) is that of standard rail. (a) is
similar to (b) fmm points of view of a total value and each value at any bands, wbile (c ) is quite Icss

than (a) andO).
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(fig.9) One-third octave band analysis ofcrossing

ln consequence, the impact load of rail joints is the same with that of crossing gaps.

We compared consequenoqs of rail pressures in order to amlyze an influence for track deterioration.
See the (table. l). A rail pressure at the crossing gap is less tlan that of the rail joint about 30%.We

consider that the reason of them is a difference of a moment of inertia. Fomrer is about 10 times
larger than latter.

(table. DCMoment of inertia and rail pressure in each part of
EL/l0r rail pressure (kN)

crossng g'ap 13.30 34.29

railjoint r.26 47.44

standard rail 4.12 4r.32

We can say that track deterioration of crassing gaps is less than that of rail joints about 30%.

As a result, hains are able to run at the rigid DC about l2Okmrh. But we prefer f6 eliminxta yai| g6pg

in DC considering an influence to track deterioration. Now we are desigrring a new rigid DC for high
passing speed of hains. And we will test it until l3Okm/h.

3.2 Analysis and Improvement of Some Factors of [ncomplete Closing of Switch Rail

We said that breaking a ladder of tumout panel make incomplete dasing of su,itah rail occur. Here,
we take a knuckle rail and a movable rail whidr are apt to creep because ofthen few numbers of
fastenings and we suggest some sbructures to avoid their creeping. (fig10. U)
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Movable rail Knuckle rail

(fig.10) An idea for a hruckle rail

(fig.ll) An idea for a movable rail

We tes0ed resistance to creeping in eadr sructures as (fiS.12) to confirm their efiects. Clhble.2)
indicates that a knu&le rail resists about 4.5 times than now, and a movable rail does about 3.6

times.

Aresult of resistance to
(a)now in use (b)trial product (b)i(a)effect

Knuckle rail 2.270(t.P.t) 7.985CLP.3) 3.52

10.12(T.P.4) 4.M
Movable rail 3.175(r.P.2) 11.60(LP.5) 3.65

note: an average of 3 times tests

Besides, we are developing a new fastening system to keep a minimum rail damping force to resist
rail creeping of tumouts.

Stock rail

Movable rail
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Test Piece I Now in use,for knuckle rail

Tesl Piece 2 Now in use for movable rail

Test Piece 4 trial prulucl for knuckle rail 2

Test Piece 5 trial pruluct for movable rail

(fig.12) Test Pieces for resistance lo creeping
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On the other hand, we suggested anti-sleepel skewing devices and tested their effects.(fig.t3) We

show the test result which analyzed and measured stress condition.(fig.14). Analyzed stress is in

accordance with actual one on the side face of link parts. Amaximum stress is about 12 kgftnm2 as a

result of analysis. It is less than allowable shess of SS400 steel. this device is effective to resist

sleeper skewing.

(fig.13) anti-sleeper skewing devices (ink type)

strain gauge(actual shess was 2.8kd/mm2)
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(fig. l ) Results of analysis and measurement of anti-sleeper skewing devices \l; ' iiil

4.CONCLUSION

Non-standard tumouts are very effective devices for h'adr layout in the metropolitan railway system.

But they have a lot of faults as stated above. Now we are improving their faults to realize a high
quality metnopolitan railway system.
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